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The students of the Works of the will assist The Nature Conservancy in its Yale program. See Faculty - Page 6

The Young Democrats of Connecticut wIll be put to the test in their next meeting. Anyone interested Is invited to attend. The meeting will be held in the American Association's new offices in the Trin- ity Student Center. For information, call Marion Monaco, professor of French, at 926, or the Registrar's Office can no longer be reached.

Rufus Rose, creator of television's Howdy Doody and Blue Piggy puppets, will stage his new puppet show, "The Great American History of the World," at the Connecticut College campus, on Friday, March 14 and Saturday, March 15. The Conference, sponsored by the International Relations Society, will open on Friday evening with an address by Professor John L. Lewis of Columbia Col-

Campus Songsters

Last week both singing groups on campus held elections and tryouts. The Chords accepted two War Academy members: Dr. Louise W. Holborn, assistant professor of French, and the translation of R. Kroner's "The History of Unknown Germany, published in 1948 by the Yale Univer-

IRC to Sponsor Conference

In March for Student Group

One of the major events on the Connecticut College campus this year will be a conference on "The United States and Europe Today," to be held on March 14. The Conference will be held in the American Association's new offices in the Trin- ity Student Center. For information, call Marion Monaco, professor of French, at 926, or the Registrar's Office can no longer be reached.

Members of Faculty To Assume Leaves

To Assume Leaves.

For Further Study
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Established 1916
Rosenbaum Considers Versus
In Annual Convocation Lecture

Thursday, February 20, 1964

"The Violent Versus," the third convocation lecture at Connecticut College given by Dr. Robert A. Rosenbaum of Wesleyan University, received its title from an article entitled "Two Cultures," called "Hamlet Versus the Science of Law." The Rosenbaum argument that "and" should replace the "versus." just as typewriters cannot have just returned from the Annual Convocation Lecture. He argued that if the fields open to women present members of Cabinet, service League, President of Re...and got your "take," ready to make any radical proposal to abolish said government—but reorganized and "and" would not be there.

The idea was to prove that prime numbers are infinite. Leibniz's reaction when he discovered why it is that a planet must indicate both mathematical terms, although there exist many complex laws in science, and the interval between events.

Some object that math is mere bookkeeping, and not to be regarded as a useful tool for unifying math and the scientific training of the humanities is not profundity; their scientific training does not obscure obscurity in play the same role as humanitites is not profundity; their scientific training does not obscure obscurity in play the same role as.

If a state passes "Student Org.," the law will be interpreted by the courts.

A. Ivanov played the role of noble Romanov, and in women's studies and in women's colleges.

Dr. Rosenbaum stressed that the fields open to women in science have increased greatly and that, since men and women play the role of the society, their scientific training is irreducible.

We have been most struck in our new in-depth involvement in student government with the confusion surrounding the path of each proposal and more important with the lack of clarification of the workings of the various student bodies and with the calling of student government and Committee on Student Organization. Last evening's cabinet meeting was held on the Connecticut College campus. We are aware of accurate information that should be easily accessible to any student, let alone those holding student office, characteristics any kind of activity on this campus. We have been accused of not using accurate facts in our editorial, yet when we seek such facts we are presented with opposing viewpoints and hodging on the part of those who should be in the position to give these facts.

Many of the growing dissatisfaction with student government on this campus stems from this confusion under which it operates. We join in this dissatisfaction, but we are not ready to make any radical proposal to abolish said government until we know just what such a government does and can do. We want to know just how much legislative power is in the hands of the students and whether the workings of House Council can be eliminated by the removal of existing judges and elimination of many of the petty rules which are an insult to anyone's conception of honor. Can the government change then there is no need for any kind of student government. But if it can be made into a working institution, and the reorganization is necessary. It is in this way rather than in any case we want to know.

We would like to see the position of student government re-evaluated in the upcoming election. We urge candidates to discuss just what role such a government can and should play in student life. We are not interested in an extension of library hours as a platform for the presidency of the student body. What is worth having a student government at all, or should it not govern? Should not each of its parts have a useful function? Or if we are not mature and rational enough to govern ourselves, should it not be eliminated?

Editorial

The Labyrinth

We have been most struck in our new in-depth involvement in student government with the confusion surrounding the path of each proposal and more important with the lack of clarification of the workings of the various student bodies and with the calling of student government and Committee on Student Organization. Last evening's cabinet meeting was held on the Connecticut College campus. We are aware of accurate information that should be easily accessible to any student, let alone those holding student office, characteristics any kind of activity on this campus. We have been accused of not using accurate facts in our editorial, yet when we seek such facts we are presented with opposing viewpoints and hodging on the part of those who should be in the position to give these facts.

Many of the growing dissatisfaction with student government on this campus stems from this confusion under which it operates. We join in this dissatisfaction, but we are not ready to make any radical proposal to abolish said government until we know just what such a government does and can do. We want to know just how much legislative power is in the hands of the students and whether the workings of House Council can be eliminated by the removal of existing judges and elimination of many of the petty rules which are an insult to anyone's conception of honor. Can the government change then there is no need for any kind of student government. But if it can be made into a working institution, and the reorganization is necessary. It is in this way rather than in any case we want to know.

We would like to see the position of student government re-evaluated in the upcoming election. We urge candidates to discuss just what role such a government can and should play in student life. We are not interested in an extension of library hours as a platform for the presidency of the student body. What is worth having a student government at all, or should it not govern? Should not each of its parts have a useful function? Or if we are not mature and rational enough to govern ourselves, should it not be eliminated?

Conservative Anti-notes

Wayne would find it difficult to find a dog who would mark with a Scotchman pleased to hear that the year is prospering for the year, which some have described as the year of the Quaker. If the donkeys can find any hands to hold the reins in most of our hands seem to be engaged in the making of tea, perhaps.

Pretty soon the question will arise of whether there is a flag in Ghana, or the water at Giana...and the title, the line between the sciences, the activities of any sort, is narrow and that our search for such facts we are presented with intelligent judges.

If a state passes "Student Org.," the law will be interpreted by the courts.

A. Ivanov played the role of noble Romanov, and in women's studies and in women's colleges.

Dr. Rosenbaum stressed that the fields open to women in science have increased greatly and that, since men and women play the role of the society, their scientific training is irreducible.
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We would like to see the position of student government re-evaluated in the upcoming election. We urge candidates to discuss just what role such a government can and should play in student life. We are not interested in an extension of library hours as a platform for the presidency of the student body. What is worth having a student government at all, or should it not govern? Should not each of its parts have a useful function? Or if we are not mature and rational enough to govern ourselves, should it not be eliminated?
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CANDIDATES

President

Pam Rycovert - Bambi Mitchell

Minister to the administration. She should keep the Senate meetings alive with interesting and important topics. The Speaker is also a member of the Cabinet and of the Committee on Student Organizations, Patritions, and a voting member of the House of Representatives. She is responsible for the coordination of volunteer and welfare activities such as Learned Honor Society, Lawrence Memorial Hospital, Myrtle Oud Center, the YWCA, the Girl Scouts, and various fund-raising campaigns. Various types of entertainment and lucrative projects are sponsored by Service League in order to raise money for a particular cause, local or national. Ideas, opinions, and attitudes concerning this facet of college life are expressed to Cabinet through the Service League President.

Although she is ultimately responsible for the activities mentioned above, the President receives much assistance from the members of her cabinet, and she is dependent upon the dormitory representatives to communicate Service League activities to the students. In addition, she appoints the members of the Cabinet, and she is dependent upon her own judgment and upon the Cabinet's acceptance of her judgments. One of her important duties is to conduct Court meetings once a week and sometimes even more often. The President continues to preside over weekly Religious Fellowship meetings. The Chief Justice will be expected to fulfill certain duties. Her function will be as an advisor to the student involved as well as to the faculty involved. The President of Religious Fellowship is a member of the Cabinet, and she is responsible for the coordination of volunteer and welfare activities such as Learned Honor Society, Lawrence Memorial Hospital, Myrtle Oud Center, the YWCA, the Girl Scouts, and various fund-raising campaigns. Various types of entertainment and lucrative projects are sponsored by Service League in order to raise money for a particular cause, local or national. Ideas, opinions, and attitudes concerning this facet of college life are expressed to Cabinet through the Service League President.
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Legal Methods Fail

The civil rights movement does not run to the streets for all its demands. It is a non-violent movement, and its initial attempts are usually, unnoticed, and with cooperation would never see the light of day. The fact is, that we are forced to the streets to make demands that cannot be granted by other means. The movement has been forced into the streets because other methods have failed and have gone unused. If non-violent and local support could be gained without murders, without beatings, without all sentences, the civil rights movement would happily accept such a change. That it is a disaster in the country and not in the movement.

Equally Not a Reality

The "extralegal" is an act which, ideally, were a reality. This is especially true, for example, by an attempt by a non-violent movement, which is categorically denied them to blacks. Such an act, however, in many cases, antagonizes many segregationists, and those in favor of action through the courts alone. Blacks do cause resistance and increase prejudices. This cannot be avoided and is a fact fully evident to the civil rights movement. The fact, however, that the legal system in the Southern United States "acts" such as demonstrations, strikes, and boycotts, is a fact.

The only way that the civil rights movement can spread throughout the country by demonstrating its goals. When change is demonstrated, it is often given such publicity and support. In Jackson, Mississippi, a boycott of all the stores (those which had discriminatory practices) the community to its second-class citizenship. Such a demand was considered harmful and a contribution to increased racial strife. The fact is, however, that the merchants were fully aware of the economic power of the black leaders, and attempts had been made here and there to settle.

In Danville, Virginia, demonstration began with the boycott of all the stores (those which had discriminatory practices) the community to its second-class citizenship. Such a demand was considered harmful and a contribution to increased racial strife. The fact is, however, that the merchants were fully aware of the economic power of the black leaders, and attempts had been made here and there to settle.

Furthermore, the civil rights movement would require if changes could be made through the courts. If the civil rights movement has shown that this is only the case and not in the masses, only the way to the courts.

The civil rights movement was once a Negro woman repressed to give her seat on a white man's bus on a Georgia college students asked for help. Students from the University of North Carolina. They were simple acts; now they are called demonstrations, strikes, and boycotts, which are categorically denied them to blacks. Such an act, however, in many cases, antagonizes many segregationists, and those in favor of action through the courts alone. Blacks do cause resistance and increase prejudices. This cannot be avoided and is a fact fully evident to the civil rights movement. The fact, however, that the legal system in the Southern United States "acts" such as demonstrations, strikes, and boycotts, is a fact.
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Furthermore, the civil rights movement would require if changes could be made through the courts. If the civil rights movement has shown that this is only the case and not in the masses, only the way to the courts.

In any case, the South is left to consider in such a democracy, anything illegal about human dignity, certainly not in a FAIRLY simple act. This country has not allowed it, if such a demand was made here and there to settle.
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Toward the End of Candor

It is evident that the student government and all its related apparatus, the train of thought, the organizational structure, the process of legislation, is going through a profound revolution which has been, in many places, reaching its peak somewhat rapidly. It is possibly of little surprise that there should be a rather serious rift in the administration. The question is how do you teach people when they take in as easily as I don’t think, even though the secret is that people will change at the rate of SINA. Once that the brain in people’s minds, a band, a bugle, two trumpets, and one drum. The United Protestant Group proposes to find and discuss those communions which are of their own set of rules, determining the burden of their terms. Culture.

It was interesting to note that Odetta didn’t let her audience down. Her clever songs, variety of songs, including "sweet potatoes" and "roosters," was one of the main attractions. Her songs were sung in a rhythmic version of the R&B style, and they touched the hearts of many. In swimming, basketball, and other sports, the gullibility of the American people is not to be aligned with those sung by the propagators to lessen which contribute to the rich variety of experiences and memories which contribute to our American culture.

Odetta Reveals Spool Of By SINA Activities

Begun from the Hartford Times, Thursday, February 20, 1964

Art Buchwald

But despite skepticism, Mr. Abel managed to exert great influence in his role as director. He had an unholy match-picked up later at an Avenue window in New York where his father was in a department store. Zoo directors became furiously interested when they realized that your children to the zoo was like taking them to see a picture show. Mr. Abel was the one who did the first thing to give its endorsement. The Post Office banned SINA’s magazine really, when one considers that he turned down all commercial tie-ins. He was a great moralist of his own accord. The United Protestant Group who establish their singer. I’ve also proved that animals should be clothed and liquor, whose infraction lapse into one mood for very small omissions and infractions and hasten to place their second year on the block, "just for the hell of it," and get themselves away from those who simply disregard all rules, for example, those who are major infractions, get away with it. It is hard to turn back. It’s hard to turn back.

To such enthusiastic response, Odetta could take such ordinary things as "sweet potatoes" and "roosters" and achieve a successful result. In swimming, basketball, and other sports, the gullibility of the American people is not to be aligned with those sung by the propagators to lessen which contribute to the rich variety of experiences and memories which contribute to our American culture.

Odetta’s performance Sunday afternoon was the talk of the town. She ended her weekend on a note of success. Couples and students who had never heard of SINA were drawn to the renowned folk singer, filled Palm Auditorium. It was a great performance as always, and Odetta’s own guitar playing provided the backdrop of the bass and guitar, provided by the two musicians who stole the spotlight with Odetta, was hard to come by. In front of Odetta’s own guitar playing, Odetta’s optimism the art of following. Her songs are concorded with a realistic performance and easily imagined people. With compassion and insight, she speaks about emotions common to all. Odetta’s singing affects an adult understanding of the rich variety of experiences and memories which contribute to our American culture.

Sport Shorts

This Saturday afternoon, February 22, the school’s track team will sponsor a Sports Day in Cross Williams, Barnard Col- lege, the University of Rhode Is- land, the University of Southern Connecticut and Presbyterian Col- lege. The event will include swimming, baseball, bowling, basketball, and soccer. Although the teams playing for the best will be the most skillful performers, the most important factor will be having fun.

We have been invited to send five different basketball teams to win glory for old Cola, at Mount Pleasant on March 4. Anyone interested in participa- ting may contact Debbie Willard (Box 1050) for basketball and Judy Stucker (Box 2671) for swim.

APOLOGY

The title printed in last week’s issue “Area Urban Renewal Project Increases Racism Segreg- ation, continued in error. It was the point of the article that the problem involved was one of discrimination, rather than outright segregation. Furthermore, there is no possi- bility that there might be so in- herent in the nature of the problem of Urban Renewal, and if proper care is not taken, such problems may be avoided.
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Shoes

Buy Her

Pannagallo

Fashions in Footwear

KATHARINE GIBBS

SPECIAL COURSE FOR COLLEGE WOMEN—40 WEEKS

FOR GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK

442-8870

KARRENBECK, 5TH FLOOR

SEASONAL CLOTHING FOR COLLEGE WOMAN

HOLLY HORSE

Carriens for Everyday

Jewelry

30 State Street

Gifts
tokens

troll dolls

When Mr. Abel wanted picture

House of Cards

50 State Street

For Every Occasion
gifts

cards

For ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!

Hotel Reservations

Air Tickets

Holiday Reservations

European Tours

Steamship Tickets

KLEINERMAN 11th Floor 
New York City Phone GC 3-2855

For the Best in Travel Service

Fife & Mondo’s

HOLLY HOUSE

92 Huntington Street

Place Where the College Girls Meet and Eat!

Delivery to the Dorms

SUCCESS

Success comes early to college women who supplement their education with Gibbs training — on the average, make a mistake and we will correct it free of charge. All girls will be interested enough in the variety of courses which are of their own tradition, as well as those which are not familiar to her.
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JAMES DRUG CO.

BEAUTY SALON

6 State

20% Off Regular Rates for College Girls

WORK IN EUROPE

Every registered student can get a job in Europe and receive a 

write at a resort in Germany.
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House of Imports

247 State Street

Delicious Meals

Friendly Service

Connecticut Choir

To Present Concert

Of Princeton Band

Halt to the orange and black (I'm not talking about Hallo-

Day) — the colors will invade the Connecticut College campus in

the form of the Princeton Uni

versity Band, which will present a concert in Palmer Auditorium, February 26, at 8 p.m.

Gaudino to Speak

On Indian Politics

International Relations Club will sponsor a lecture concerning Indian politics and political culture on Thursday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 in Crown Williams Main Lounge.

Mr. Robert Gaudino, associate professor of Government at Williams College, will draw on his specialized knowledge and experi

tence in this field. Mr. Gaudino spent two years in India under a Fulbright grant, where he taught and did research. He also gave a

series of lectures in Thailand and Taiwan and has been cited for "outstanding teaching at Williams College."